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is designed to be of interest to our crew and to
keep all Uniteam Marine employees informed
of developments in our company.
We appreciate your feedback and welcome any
articles of interest or humour that you would
like us to include in our publication.
Email us at
marketing@uniteamservices.com

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
WE ARE LIVING IN TIMES OF GREAT CHANGE AND VOLATILITY.
We all know we need to change our ways and
at times we believe some things are simply
not possible – until you get started. Too often
we think of reasons why something cannot be
done, when instead we should be thinking of
the ways how something can be done.
Jim Rohn once said, "don’t wish for less problems, wish for
more skills. And once you change your mindset and realise
success breeds success, great things start to happen."
At Uniteam Marine we are well aware of our challenges
including those of our seafarers and customers. We adopt a
mindset of adventure to make these challenges interesting
and fun to solve. We constantly upgrade our infrastructure and our spirit drives innovation. For example, after
initiating a staged roll-out of our new seafarer appraisal
system we are now evaluating valuable feedback which
we will use to fine-tune the process and ensure all seafarers are engaged in the right way. We will take innovation
a step further in 2020 when we begin live-testing a completely new approach to competency assurance. It will
enable a person to identify and then address gaps in their
knowledge, behaviours and skills so that they can grow
professionally and in turn build a successful and fulfilling
life for themselves and their family. The implementation
of our new QSE and planned maintenance software has
been progressing effectively and is resulting in more
efficient work-flows and more relevant data.
We continue to cultivate a strong and inclusive culture and
ensure high levels of engagement through many initiatives such as the quarterly workshops bringing seafarers
together to discuss their needs and challenges; safety
is an integral part of our culture, and our safety strategy
“TH!NK LSR – Life Saving Rules” instils the right attitude
in our teams. We need to be aware of and comply with
standards, procedures and most importantly, we need
to intervene when something is not done the right way.

The new year approaches with speed and with it come
exciting opportunities as well as great challenges – we
will embrace all of it. But before we do that, we will spend
a moment to recharge our batteries. I sincerely thank all
of our colleagues for their hard work, determination and
their strong will to persevere. This applies especially to
our seafarers who have one of the toughest jobs around.
And of course, I thank our esteemed customers who have
given us their trust and whom we serve.

I wish you all the best, Season’s Greetings and
may the New Year bring you Happiness, Good
Health and Success.
Holger Ruether, CEO

TAKEOVER OF MV SEA EAGLE
We are pleased to announce the takeover of MV Sea Eagle under Uniteam Marine crew management.
Our long-standing partners KG Reederei Roth GmbH & Co.
took over the 40,000 DWT handy size bulk carrier MV Sea
Eagle from the Taizhou Kouan shipyard in China on 5th of
September 2019 and entrusted crew management of the
vessel to Uniteam Marine.
The ship boasts a number of the latest engineering
developments such as economic Electronic Main Engine
management, which is optimized for low load operation,
and a Waste Heat recovery system. Of particular note
is the vessel’s novel energy saving propulsion system
which includes propeller cap boss fins which enhance
propeller efficiency, and a Mewis Duct. The Mewis Duct
straightens and accelerates the hull wake into the propeller
and also produces a net forward thrust. These features
mean that the ship has an extraordinarily low Energy
Efficiency Design Index (EEDI), which complies with the
phase-3 requirements of MARPOL Annex VI. The vessel
also has a state – of – the art, USCG complaint Ballast
Water Treatment System.
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Captain Myo Min Aung was selected to command this
beautiful lady. He duly arrived in the shipyard one month
before the scheduled delivery date and was fully involved
in all the pre-delivery trials and preparations. The remaining
crew arrived a few days before delivery in order to receive
and store initial supplies and prepare their vessel for her
maiden voyage.
We would like to express our great appreciation to Captain
Myo Min Aung and his team for their hard work and
professionalism in bringing the vessel safely out of the
shipyard. Uniteam Marine wishes ”Fair winds and following
seas” to MV Sea Eagle and her crew.
Vlad Ivashchenko, Crewing Manager
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NEW HYDRAULIC SIMULATOR AT UNITEAM TRAINING
June 2019 saw the arrival of Uniteam Training’s spick and span brand-new
Bosch Rexroth type WS290 hydraulic simulator.
The double-sided WS290 has two pumps with load sensing
flow-pressure controllers, which make it possible to carry
out independent exercises on both sides of the unit with up
to six students in attendance. The WS290 is an assembly
of standard industrial grade components which can be
used to carry out a wide range of practical exercises
covering hydraulic components and any corresponding
electrical interface connections. It has the ability to support
training from the basics of hydraulics right up to the most
advanced topics in mobile machinery, servo valves and
cartridge valves.
Uniteam Training has developed a comprehensive basic
electro-hydraulic training course (UT-OGI-076) which
covers hydraulic principles, hydraulic systems and the
functions of their components. After completion of the
course, trainees will be able to understand and operate
the electro-hydraulic circuit diagrams and perform
commissioning and troubleshooting tasks safely.
Our basic industrial electro-hydraulic training is broken
down into two sections: knowledge discussion and
practical training. Knowledge discussion includes lectures,
videos, written materials and discussion of 15 topics

including pumps, control valves, cylinders and hydraulic
circuits. Practical training for competency covers 18 project
exercises such as throttle valve adjustment, pilot control
pressure relief valves, commissioning and troubleshooting.
This course is suitable for plant managers, engineers,
technicians or draftsmen involved in fluid power systems.
The duration of the training is four days.
The first of these courses was delivered to our regular
training customers JFE Meranti in August 2019 and
received very positive feedback from the trainees. Please
contact us to discuss your training needs.
Zaw Htet Win, Project Engineer, Uniteam Training

VISIT TO MV ALLEGRETTO AT LARNACA
On 5th of September 2019 we had a great opportunity
to visit MV Allegretto, at the port of Larnaca, Cyprus.
The vessel is operated by FL Schifffahrt GmbH & Co. KG
and is a general cargo ship of 4,300 DWT, flying
the Antigua and Barbuda flag, and built by Bodewes
Shipyards B.V. Hoogezand in 2006.
FL Schifffahrt currently operates five vessels under Uniteam
Marine crew management and we hope to increase our
cooperation with the company in the future.
The ship was in Larnaca to discharge a cargo of plywood
board, which had been loaded several days earlier at the
port of Bourgas, Bulgaria.
The ship usually operates with a complement of eight
crew members, supported by a mobile team of fitters
and electro technical officers who are rotated within the
fleet as required.

DONE IN
60 SECONDS!
On 1st of July this year, Uniteam Training
took a major step in its overall strategy to
make learning leaner, simpler, and easier to
access through the launch of its "Done in Sixty
Seconds" programme for seafarers.
Done in Sixty Seconds, or DISS for short, pays homage
to that amazing movie “Gone in Sixty Seconds”, starring
Nicolas Cage as a car thief who is able to steal any car in
under sixty seconds… DISS is a very simple programme,
based on "Micro Learning" principles in which training on
a single subject can be done in a very short period of time
through a mobile phone (Android or Apple).
Micro learning-based training is a highly effective way to
engage learners and enable organisations to enhance
employee performance.
Learners love it as they want training that is short and
focused, helps them achieve specific goals, and can be
accessed “on the go”: at home, in an airport, in the bathtub
(….), and even onboard!

DISS is part of the future of training, and we
are confident all our seafarers will love it:
• Seafarers can learn anytime, anywhere at their
convenience and on their own mobile device.
• The built-in search function enables the users to easily
get to the specific point of learning.
• Most DISS modules can be learnt in just two or three
minutes.

We very much enjoyed our tour of the ship and were
impressed by the condition of the machinery and equipment. There was an excellent spirit of teamwork onboard
and it was especially good to meet several longstanding
poolers with whom we have cooperated for many years,
but usually have no chance to see in person.
Many thanks to the Master and crew for their hospitality
and openness.
Stephen Fyfe, QSE Director

• DISS modules are created for HSE, Deck, Engine, as
well as for Galley personnel; the library is already close
to 100 titles and growing every week!
• Learning takes place through simple & short phrases
with as many illustrations & videos as possible.
• Seafarers will spend much less time in the classroom!
• File sizes are very small: the user will have all the training
materials on their mobile phone, available all the time…
even when there is no Internet connection available!

DRY-DOCKING OF MV PORTO LEONE

• You want to learn something five minutes before you
have to actually do it onboard? Do it!

MV Porto Leone successfully completed her first dry-docking at COSCO Shipyard
Zhoushan, China in early July 2019.

• At the end of most DISS modules, there are a few simple
multiple-choice questions.

scenarios has broadened my horizons and reinforced the
background knowledge needed for my daily work.

MV Porto Leone was completed in 2014 at the COSCO
Shipyard in Zhoushan, China. After five years of service,
this 51,500 DWT bulk carrier was due for her first dry-dock.
Preparation of the docking tender document is a complex
process, and work started a few months before the COSCO
Shipyard in Zhoushan was confirmed by the Owners.
As Technical Controller and Procurement Officer of
MV Porto Leone, I joined the supervision team at the
dry-dock together with the Owners' Representative and
Uniteam Marine’s Technical Manager. It was a great opportunity for me to see the actual work on site in the shipyard.
It was very interesting to see the vessel out of the water
and follow the progress of repairs and painting, the class
surveys leading to certificate renewal, and the dialogue
and negotiation between Owners, Shipyard, and Technical Manager. Being able to witness these dry-dock-only

My role in supporting the superintendence team of
MV Porto Leone encompassed several aspects. In numerous urgent cases, I was able to arrange the supply
of essential spare parts within the shortest possible time
to minimize service costs and to meet the survey schedule. I was also able to use my Chinese language skills to
smooth communication with the shipyard during various
negotiations. The docking period of MV Porto Leone in
July coincided with a high demand for space at the shipyard and also the peak of the rain season in Zhoushan.
Our vessel had to queue at the outer anchorage before
entering the yard. When she was finally in the dock, there
was a lot of pressure on the shipyard to complete tasks
quickly at the expense of quality. The broad technical,
and cultural, understanding of our team meant that we
were able to build an excellent working relationship with
the shipyard staff and complete the docking on time and
to the correct specification.
On 20th July, the ship left Zhoushan and resumed her
service with renewed Class and Statutory certificates.
Iting Stelter, Technical Controller and Procurement Officer
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The DISS programme was first introduced to seafarers
both onboard and ashore in July 2019, and over 2,000 UM
seafarers of all nationalities are now using this programme
effectively. Uniteam Training will be developing more and
more modules in this programme. Do you have a topic you
want to see “DISSed”? Please let us know, as we want to
make the contents of this App relevant to YOU the user!
Khin Yadanar Phyu Nyein Aye: Management Systems &
Accreditations Manager, Uniteam Training
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IMDG AND GLOBAL SULPHUR CAP WORKSHOP
A workshop was held in Yangon on 28th of July with the aims of raising awareness about frequent fires occurring onboard container vessels
due to the carriage of dangerous cargoes, and the preparations required in advance of the IMO 2020 Global Sulphur Cap.
The event was attended by 250 people: seafarers from
Uniteam Marine and other shipping companies, and interested parties from related industries.
The morning session focused on the transport of goods
covered by the International Maritime Dangerous Goods
Code (IMDG). The first speaker was Captain Thein Win, a
well-known writer on maritime issues and former examiner
from the Department of Marine Administration (DMA).
His presentation was entitled “Shipping IMDG cargo in
containers and associated fire hazards” and highlighted
the frequent fires onboard container vessels involving
IMDG cargo.
The second presentation was led by Captain San Moe
Aung, one of our instructors from Uniteam Training. The
subject was dangerous goods supply chain management
and the workshop was attended not only by seafarers but
also guests from other industries such as freight forwarders and logistic & supply chain management companies.
The afternoon session concentrated on the Global Sulphur
Cap 2020, set by the International Maritime Organisation

(IMO) and due to come into effect on the 1st of January
2020. The presenter was U Win Aung, the Principle of
Wise Wish Engineering and a former Deputy Director
from DMA, who is well respected among the Myanmar
Marine Engineering community. He explained the regulatory requirements of the Global Sulphur Cap. This was a
wide-ranging discussion which considered: fuel supply,
alternative fuel options, compliance issues, the pros and
cons of scrubber system, open loop & close loop systems,
and the pros and cons of using LSFO and LNG as fuel.
The final presentation was given by Captain Tin Maung
Tun, Training Director of Uniteam Training. The topic was
“Global Sulphur Cap 2020 - The fundamental changes to
Global Shipping Industry: Are You Ready?” The presenter
discussed preparations to be made for compliance and
what to do if something goes wrong. This included risk assessment strategies and recommended mitigating actions,
Charter Party complications which may arise due to regulation changes and the Guidelines for PSC inspection.
Tin Maung Tun, Training Director, Uniteam Training

TH!NK LSR
ARE YOU WHERE YOU THINK YOU ARE?
The Global Positioning System (GPS), together with
GLONASS, BeiDou and Galileo forms the basis of the
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) that provides
positioning, navigation and timing information (PNT) via
satellites orbiting above the Earth. This information allows
anyone with a compatible receiver to determine their
position, velocity and precise universal and local time.
Positional accuracy of up to one metre can be obtained
from publicly available systems, and in the space of around
forty years, this system has gone from a highly classified,
and very expensive, tool used only in military and space
applications, to something that almost anyone can have in
their pocket via their mobile telephone. In this time period
a growing number of industries, from aviation and shipping
to agriculture, mining and digital gaming, have come to rely
on the free, uninterrupted availability of PNT information
provided by GNSS. This information, together with the
internet, is one of the key enablers of modern society.

But are you really where you think you are?
There have been several recent cases of vessels reporting
that their actual position is not the same as that shown by
their satellite navigation system. In one widely reported
incident in 2017, over 20 vessels in the Black Sea found
that their GPS position showed that they were around 30
km inland. Other, similar incidents have been reported in
several parts of the world, with concentrations of cases in
the Eastern Mediterranean, Black Sea and Arabian Gulf. It
is considered that events in the Black Sea may be related
to political tensions in eastern Ukraine and those in the
eastern Mediterranean to the ongoing war in Syria. In a
more recent case, it has been suggested that the detention
of the tanker Stena Imperio by Iran may have taken place
after the vessel’s navigation systems had been affected by
spoofing. And it is not just ships that have this problem: in
March 2019 the GPS systems in a number of vehicles at
the Geneva Motor Show in Switzerland suddenly started
displaying their position as Buckingham, England (over
800 km away) and the year as 2036!
The cause of these anomalies of time and location is so–
called GPS “Spoofing”.

genuine signals captured elsewhere or at a different time.
These spoofed signals may be modified in such a way as to
cause the receiver to estimate its position to be somewhere
other than where it actually is, or to be located where it
is but at a different time, as determined by the attacker.
Put simply, a spoofing attack gives the GNSS receiver a
false signal which means that the PNT information can no
longer be relied upon. This differs from deliberate blocking
or interruption of the signal – a “jamming” attack – in that
it may not be immediately or easily detectable.
Ever since the first satellite navigation systems became
operational, people have been devising ways to block
or interfere with the signal. The fact that the technology
needed to cause disruption was complex, expensive and
often physically large meant that for many years GNSS
spoofing or jamming was the preserve of advanced and
well – funded military and government agencies. What has
changed is that this is no longer the case: open – source
technology and commercially available systems mean that
a GNSS spoofing capability may now be acquired for a few
hundred dollars with equipment that will fit onto the palm of
the hand. This allows criminals, terrorists, activists or just
mischievous “computer geeks” to disrupt the free flow of
vital PNT information with potentially catastrophic results.
The immediate dangers to safe navigation are obvious, but
there are a whole host of wider problems which may be
caused by the loss of GNSS. These include loss of precise
time information used in stock exchange operations,
degradation of weather forecasting information, loss of
digital radio and video broadcasts, disruption to electricity
transmission, inability to track tagged people and animals,
loss of taxi apps such as Uber and disruption to supply
chains, potentially leading to shortages of food, raw
materials and consumer goods. A study commissioned
by the UK Space Agency and the Royal Institution of
Navigation estimated that a five – day disruption of GNSS
would cost the British economy £5.2 billion – around $6.35
billion! It is unlikely that an “amateur” spoofer could cause
this level of disruption and it is still beyond the ability of
most individuals or groups to disrupt GNSS in deep ocean,
but it is important to be aware that spoofing can happen
almost anywhere.

It should be noted that whilst the phenomenon
is often called “GPS spoofing” it should more
So, what can we do about it?
properly be referred to as “GNSS spoofing”, as all
Spoofing and jamming cannot be stopped by the normal
existing navigation satellite systems are susceptible user. There are, however, a number of technical solutions
to counter the effects of interference; these include:
to attack. Wikipedia defines GPS spoofing as:
A GPS spoofing attack attempts to deceive a GPS receiver
by broadcasting incorrect GPS signals, structured to
resemble a set of normal GPS signals, or by rebroadcasting

• Positioning of the GNSS receiver aerial – an aerial should ideally
allow uninterrupted line of sight to a satellite but be shielded from
land or sea based transmissions.
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• Hiding the aerial so that close range directional transmissions
cannot be aimed directly at it.
• Fitting more than one aerial, as widely spaced as possible.
• Fitting a commercially available navigation protection device –
these devices filter and analyse the satellite signals and activate
an alarm if any anomalies are detected. These devices may also
have a facility to switch to an alternate navigation signal.
These countermeasures are clearly beyond the scope of
the navigator onboard ship, but an “intelligent wariness” or
“Chronic unease” – understanding that GPS can go wrong together with the following sensible, seaman-like precautions
can mitigate the effects of GNSS disruption:
• Situational awareness – study and understand the voyage
plan and always know what your approximate latitude and
longitude should be
• Be vigilant for any unexpected jumps or shifts in position
• Take every opportunity to cross - check GPS positions – use
visual fixes and radar range & bearings.
• Plot dead reckoning or estimated position (DR /EP) lines
• Use parallel indexes on the radar where appropriate
• Check Notices to Mariners, NAVWARNS etc. to find out about
any local GPS problems
• Cyber hygiene – consider keeping GNSS receivers and equipment
turned off when not required, and always make sure software is
kept up to date and passwords are not compromised.
Most importantly – Report all anomalies, problems and
loss of performance in GNSS to your DPA and Technical
Manager – your report should include dates, times, position
and, if possible, screen shots of the equipment affected.

Stay safe, stay aware of your position - Are you
really where you think you are?
Peter Chilman, QSE Manager
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VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

On three successive weekends in September, over 170 Volleyball players came together at the courts of
the Cyprus Volleyball Federation in Limassol to contest the annual charity Beach Volleyball Tournament.

DONATIONS
Your donation matters!

The players represented 26 members of the Cyprus
Shipping Chamber (CSC), from different cities of Cyprus
and reflected their respective companies’ commitment to
contribute to good causes and at the same time enjoy a
friendly match on the sand courts under the summer sun.
In organising this event, the CSC reinforces the message
that shipping companies not only carry cargo and passengers but are also an essential part of the economic
and social fabric of their communities.
The aim of the tournament is to raise money for charity and,
at the same time, to organise a social event for all shipping
companies in Cyprus. The net profits from the event are
donated to the “One Dream One Wish” Children’s Charity
Association, which fulfils the wishes of children suffering
from cancer and related diseases.
Uniteam Marine fully supports the aims of the event and
has been an enthusiastic participant since the tournament

The “Uniteam All Stars” team on the second day of the event: From left
to right: Romanos Yiangoudakis, Spyros Ioannou, Andreas Sofocleous,
Erodotos Charalambous (Team Captain) and Thomas Reppenhagen.

began in 1996 with our team the “Uniteam All Stars”. In
this year’s Charity Beach-Volley Tournament, ten of our
colleagues showed us their sporting prowess and enjoyed
this friendly competition.
Erodotos Charalambous, Trade & Receivables | Accountant,
Uniteam Global Business Services

From January to the end of September 2019,
USD 5.180,- were donated from our seafarers
and vessels. We would like to thank you for
your donation which supports both the girls’
and boys’ orphanages in Thanlyin and the
children who live there.
Please support us with your donation – you
can change a child’s life!
If you wish to donate, please contact your
Captain on board.

TOP 5 HEALTHY TEAS
We all enjoy a cup of tea from time to time, if not
daily. There are plenty of health benefits! Historically,
tea was used as a medicine and became more and
more famous. There are various sorts of tea available
such as black tea, green tea, white tea or rooibos tea.
Green tea

Green tea has lots of polyphenols, which are micronutrients
with antioxidant properties. The catechin protects us
against free radicals. As per studies, green tea may lower
the risk of Alzheimer’s disease and slow down the growth
of tumor cells of some types of cancer.

Jasmine tea

Usually jasmine tea consists of green tea scented with the
aroma of jasmine blossoms which means that antioxidant
effects are given. On top jasmine has its own benefits: it is
said that jasmine improves physical well-being and reduces
the impact of stress. The methyl jasmonate which is found
in the plant, induces the death of cervical cancer cells.

Rooibos tea

The rooibos plant is a legume native to South Africa in the
region of Cederberg. Recent studies have shown that the
antioxidants in rooibos tea protect the liver from oxidative
stress. Moreover, it can help to lower blood pressure and
relax muscles. Rooibos tea is high in vitamin C and has
been linked to bone health protection. An advantage of

ONGOING
COMPETITIONS
rooibos tea is that it does not contain caffeine so you can
drink it before going to sleep.

Chamomile

One of the most consumed teas is chamomile tea.
Chamomile is said to reduce stress because of its soothing
and sedative properties. It is a good source of Magnesium
and has anti-inflammatory properties. It is a perfect choice
for a bedtime drink.

Lemon verbena tea

Studies have shown that the polyphenols in lemon verbena
could decrease the formation of fatty acids. The tea might
help to lower inflammatory markers’ levels in the blood of
people with multiple sclerosis.
Anja Frauboese, Head of Corporate Communications & Marketing, Uniteam Global Business Services
Sources: medicalnewstoday, healthyfitnessrevolution, vitacost,
health.com

PORTRAIT OF CAPTAIN MARTIN JOEDICKE
When did you first discover What has been your most exciting experience while
your desire to work onboard working onboard?
a vessel?
The rescue of a shipwrecked American just off the East
Quite late, actually. I had just
finished college and my army
service and was looking for a
job that would not be 9 to 5.
Working on a vessel really fitted
the bill.

Coast of the United States during Easter 2015. The man
we rescued had been adrift for 66 days when we took him
onboard. The whole rescue went like clockwork smoothly
thanks to the crew's professionalism and good cooperation. When the son who had been given up for lost talked
to his parents from the sat phone on our bridge, it made
for a very heart-warming moment.

You started as a Cadet onboard and now you are
Captain. Can you describe what skills and education Have you ever celebrated Christmas onboard?
are needed and how you made your way?
I have spent my fair share of Christmas holidays onboard
First and foremost, I'd say you have to be good with people,
not only as a leader but also as someone who creates a
climate of mutual respect. You also need to be able to
deal with new things on a regular basis, which makes
our line of work unique. I started as a Deck Cadet on
MV Savannah Express in 2006, then went to University
until 2010. After finishing my diploma thesis and gaining
my license, I directly signed on the MV Sinotrans Tianjin as
Third Officer, was subsequently promoted to Second Mate
and finally spent six years as a Chief Mate before being
promoted to Captain onboard MV Northern Monument.

and this year, the same will apply again. Trees and nice
dinners were always prepared onboard and, depending
on the motivation of the crew, additional events may take
place. I like it when the crew puts extra effort into making
this time of the year special.

Do you have any credo/motto in life?
Yes - "Fortis fortuna adiuvat". Loosely translated this means
“Fortune favours the brave” - it has worked fine for me!
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“Success through Teamwork –
Experience on Board”
Please send us your experiences on board reflecting our
mission statement. We will publish one experience quarterly.
Prize: USD 200,- for every published article for the
crew’s entertainment fund.

“Best Photograph & Video” for 2020!
We are looking for interesting photographs and videos from
all our ships during the course of the year. If you have any
extraordinary, bizarre, funny or beautiful shots and movies,
please send them to us.
Prize: USD 300,- for the selected best picture or video of the year.
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